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Why We Know What We Know

Homesnap launched Homesnap Pro+, a major feature of which is 

verification of and automated management for an agent’s Google 

business profile, in late October of 2018 . When building the 

service, we researched over 10,000 agents of all production levels . 

At the time, roughly 10% in the sample had verified profiles . 

Since Homesnap Pro+ launched, we’ve verified more than 
12,000 profiles for agents. During this time, we’ve recognized  
a major problem surrounding the real estate vertical as it 
relates to a Google business profile: Agents perceive a Google 
business profile as a luxury service when it is, in reality,  
a necessary service.

How do we know this? Over the past eight months, we’ve 

gathered enormous amounts of performance data from Google . 

For example, the average real estate agent who signed up for 

Homesnap Pro+ in November has received over 1,000 profile 

views and 42 actions (calls, texts, website views, and direction 

requests) . With a little bit of work upfront by the agents, all of 

those numbers can increase drastically (more on that soon) .
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Indeed, earlier this year Homesnap published an article on 

Inman1 on how Google is building a local marketplace for real 

estate agents within Google Search as we speak . The importance 

of being part of that marketplace will only increase when — not 

if — Google adds active listings to its search results .

And yet, of the many straw polls we’ve conducted with agents, 

nine out of 10 say a Facebook business page is more important 

than a Google business profile . That will change, if only by virtue 

of the fact that a Google business profile is far more visible than 

a Facebook business page because of Google Search . But the 

question is how fast?

Understanding the Google  
Business Profile Funnel

To fully realize the value of a profile, you need to understand 

how a consumer finds your profile, and how that translates into 

brand awareness and lead generation for you .

The top of the funnel begins with Google Search and Google 

Maps . In each respective search bar, a consumer can search for 

you directly (e .g . John Hogan, Clever Realty) or conduct a broader 

A Google business 
profile is far more 
visible than a 
Facebook business 
page because of 
Google Search.

1 https://www .inman .com/2019/04/29/google-is-about-to-revolutionize-the-way-consumers-
find-real-estate-agents/
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search in which you may appear indirectly (e .g . top real estate 

agents near me) . These indirect searches are gold for agents 

because they are essentially organic lead gen opportunities .

   DIRECT SEARCH — GOOGLE SEARCH

   INDIRECT SEARCH — GOOGLE SEARCH
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When you first verify your profile, you can expect your direct 

searches to outpace your indirect searches by a wide margin . 

Agents need to build trust with Google, primarily through 

leveraging crowd wisdom (direct searches and reviews) . 

   DIRECT SEARCH — GOOGLE MAPS

   INDIRECT SEARCH — GOOGLE MAPS
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Whereas six months ago we had to Google “Laurel Conger, 

McEnearney Associates, 310 Beverly Drive, Alexandria, VA 22305” 

in order to find her profile on the right side of the page, we now 

only have to Google “Laurel Conger” and we find it . Laurel’s 

indirect to direct searches ratio is currently 2:1, which in itself 

is an indicator of the trust she’s built with Google through an 

actively managed profile . You’ll also notice that her Facebook 

business profile does not show up in the first page of Google 

search results . Facebook profiles matter most within Facebook, 

not where consumers are actively searching for agents  

and homes .

Google provides regular reporting on direct and indirect 

searches, as well as views (when someone looks at your profile) 

and actions (calls, texts, website visits, and direction requests) . 

The goals for all agents should be to generate as many searches 

as possible, and to convert those searches into profile views, and 

subsequently actions .

It’s worth noting that views will often be higher than searches 

because Google also counts Maps views in which a location 

appeared even if it wasn’t directly or indirectly searched . For 

restaurants and other retail, these serendipitous views may lead 

to business (e .g . I see a Five Guys near me and may stop by), but 

for real estate agents this will be mostly white noise .

Facebook profiles 
matter most 
within Facebook, 
not where 
consumers are 
actively searching 
for agents and 
homes (on Google).
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The Power of a Single Review

It’s well documented that online reviews inspire trust for 

businesses, real estate agents being no exception . A quick 

Google search on the importance of online reviews avails an 

abundance of online sources citing similar research . Most 

notably, Bright Local conducted a survey among a sampling 

of consumers and found that 86% of consumers read online 

reviews before choosing a business, and that 91% of consumers 

trust online reviews as much as word-of-mouth referrals .2

Up until now, however, not much research has been published 

on how Google values reviews in its search algorithm . Spoiler 

alert: Google cares a lot about reviews . 

Social proof in the form of reviews is important when it comes 

to decision making . The more value that Google can provide to 

consumers through relevant results and social proof, the more 

market share they’ll gain .

In fact, the number one thing agents can do to increase the 

number of searches they appear in is to get reviews . Let’s take 

a look at agents who have had a Google business profile for six 

months and segment by those who have one review and those 

who don’t have any reviews .

2 https://www .brightlocal .com/research/local-consumer-review-survey/

The number one 
thing agents can 
do to increase 
the number of 
searches they 
appear in is to get 
Google reviews.
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Agents with one review appear in nearly double the searches as 

those who have no reviews . This holds true for profile views and 

actions too .
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One review nets an agent a 71% increase in profile views and a 

122% lift in actions .

It goes without saying, the more reviews generally the better the 

performance . Here’s a look at cohorts with 0, 1, 3, and 5+ reviews 

from November 2018 . 
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There are a couple of things to note here . We’re not saying 

reviews are the only factor that drive searches, merely that 

they are the top factor that Google’s algorithm considers when 

deciding which businesses to populate in search results . In this 

instance, agents with one review appeared in slightly more 

searches than those with three, which could be due to several 

factors: more direct searches, more engaging content posts or 

photos, etc . 

Finally, note that the 5+ Reviews cohort is uncapped, which 

explains its outsized performance metrics . Agents in this cohort 

may have far more than 5 reviews — the cohort as a whole 

averages 11 .8 reviews per profile .

A Service that Benefits Agents  
of All Shapes and Sizes

At this point, you might be thinking that only top-producing 

agents benefit from Google business profiles . The logic follows 

thusly: Top producers do the most business, and therefore have 

the most clients and the most referrals, so they get Googled the 

most and they also get the most reviews . The thought occurred 

to us, too .
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Accordingly, we created cohorts based on both review volume 

and agent productivity to confirm the potential selection bias . 

It turns out we were wrong . Agents of all productivity volumes 

benefit from a Google business profile, especially if they 

jumpstart performance with a few reviews .

Below, we show agents in the following productivity cohorts 

based on whether they have 0 reviews or more than 3 reviews 

after six months with a profile: 0-9 transactions over the past 

two years, 10-29 transactions over the past two years, 30+ 

transactions over the past two years .
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As you can see, lower production agents, while not quite as 

high as top producers, put up respectable performance metrics 

comparably when they have three reviews .
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Review Rating Is Important Too, Duh

As you might imagine, the data also show that review rating 

carries weight in Google’s algorithm, as well as in the consumer’s 

likelihood to take action . Agents with an average review rating of 

4 .0 or better appear in 350% more searches than agents with an 

average review rating of 0-3 . Additionally, the 4 .0 agents received 

300% more actions than those with a review of 0-3 . 

A Review Today Is Better  
Than a Review Yesterday

We also crunched our data in time series . If you don’t have a 

review in the past 90 days, you’ll receive roughly half the number 

of indirect searches as agents who do have a recent review .
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In addition to getting significant review volume out of the gate 

(say, 3+), agents need to ensure they generate new reviews 

regularly (at least one every 30 days to be safe) .

But Wait, How Can I Possibly 
Generate Enough Reviews If  
I’m Not a Top Producer?

We’ve seen that the best performing Google business profiles 

follow the basic formula of Lots of Reviews + Regular Reviews = 

Higher Search Volume and Consumer Actions.

But if you’re an agent who doesn’t service 40+ clients every year, 

you may wonder how in the world you can generate enough 

reviews regularly . The answer is simple: Google doesn’t require 
that reviews come from former clients only — in fact Google 
encourages reviews from multiple sources precisely because 
it wants to give all users a voice.

Google understands that the point of a review is to inspire 

consumer trust . As such, it’s more than okay to get reviews from 

those who can vouch for you — your character, work ethic, etc . 

— in addition to clients you’ve worked with directly . 
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Here’s a quick list of people we suggest you solicit reviews from:

Finally, we should mention that Homesnap Pro+ not only 

validates your profile and updates it regularly with fresh real 

estate content — it also offers agents tools for soliciting and 

managing reviews . We’re the only real estate company that 

partners with Google and your MLS to make this happen . Visit 

homesnap .com/pro/plus to learn more . 

• Friends

• Family

• Agents You’ve Done 
Business With

• Agents in Your Office

• Your Boss

• Your Neighbors

• Your Preferred Partners  
(like lenders)

• Any Charities You Work For

• Accountant/Tax 

Professional
Click here for more 
information or to  
sign up. 
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